
INFORMATION      NETWORKING



Digitalisation + Construction industry 
Processes + Solutions
Innovation + Know-how

We, the team of CENTRIO, are a young pro- 
gressive company with several years of experi-
ence in the area of software development. 
We offer:

+ NETWORKING OF INFORMATION
+ REDUCTION OF COMPLEXITIES
+ SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS
+ USER-FRIENDLY IT-PRODUCTS

As a PERI group company, we are specialized 
in the digitalization of the construction industry. 
We gained our know-how and experience 
from the construction supplier industry. This 
comprehensive knowledge qualifies our team 
to integrate complex processes and project 
structures into well-structured, networked 
IT solutions. Our aim is to link information 
efficiently and to help teams collaborate all 
over the world.

The vast experience with scaffolding material 
and processes makes us an expert partner 
when it comes to major construction sites and 
industrial projects. We understand the needs 
of our customers and supply innovative and 
sustainable solutions precisely tailored to their 
requirements.

With user-friendly and adaptable IT products, 
we provide our customers the ability to present 
complex information with transparency and 
link them in a well-structured manner. This 
facilitates users to smoothly manage processes 
and increase efficiencies whilst also successfully 
reducing costs. We put high value on a reliable 
long-term partnership and offer security on the 
way to success.
We will support our customers until the common 
goals have been reached and we will remain 
their reliable partner - hands on and focused.

CENTRIO LINKS COMPLEX INFORMATION STRUCTURES
AND COMBINES THEM INTO A CLEARLY ARRANGED UNIT.



Planning + Administration
Labor + Material
Industry + Large construction site

Large industrial projects – this involves scaffol-
ding material on a massive scale, large numbers 
of personnel, vast quantities of equipment and 
no reliable methods of managing these tasks.

PERIpath is the solution, because it starts where 
Excel and other tools reach their limits. It helps 
bring light into the darkness, because the day-
to-day work on a major construction site is 
usually hectic and confusing.

With PERIpath the responsible persons always 
have a powerful tool at hand. Thanks to this 
ingenious software solution, a proper planning 
of all work packages as well as an early identifi-
cation of bottlenecks is a walk in the park. 

In next to no time you make sure that processes 
on your large industrial site move smoothly. 
With real-time information on the workload of 
all employees and material, you can significantly 
increase your productivity while lowering costs.

+ SCAFFOLD PLANNING
+ LABOR ADMINISTRATION
+ MATERIAL MANAGEMENT
+ REPORTING

Whether construction of a new plant, daily 
maintenance or turnaround – PERIpath provides 
support at every stage of planning and signifi-
cantly improves workflows.
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PLAN WORK PACKAGES

IDENTIFY BOTTLENECKS

REVIEW WORKLOAD

RETRIEVE INFORMATION

INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY

PLEASE CONTACT US FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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Another way of identifying the workload and 
the personnel requirements is via an integrated 
calculation system based on the length, width 
and height details of a scaffold. The workload 
can be adjusted to specific conditions using 
stored modifiers, such as the type and com-
plexity of the scaffolds. This creates a reliable 
overview of the entire project, enabling users 
to reduce material and personnel costs in the
long run. As a result the cost calculation is much 
simpler and more precise.

Whether material, scaffolding or personnel – the 
various report functions of PERIpath contribute 
to an improved overview and allow to consider 
the situation on jobsite from all perspectives. 
Based on extracted data and experience, future 
process monitoring improves and predictability 
in terms of project planning rises steadily. 
Managers are, thus, guaranteed a clear and 
accurate picture in advance.

Companies that choose PERIpath get far more 
than just software. In addition to the software 
which is offered as a service (SaaS), the package 
also includes general support, user coaching, 
process analysis and consulting.

The modular software solution can be used 
to map an entire major construction site to 
manage scaffolding material and personnel. 
PERIpath can also deliver verifiable effort 
forecasts, rigorous planning and implemen-
tation, efficient tracking of material and per-
sonnel, as well as real-time reporting of all 
important data and information. 
At any time, users know whether material is 
moving, where scaffolding is being erected or 
dismantled on site and how many people are 
working.

In summary: Integrated material and per-
sonnel management facilitates control of 
thousands of pieces of scaffolding and labor 
distribution among the existing personnel. 
This results in huge increases of efficiency 
and productivity across the entire construc-
tion site.

External programs can also be incorporated 
when working with PERIpath. Complex dra-
wings from CAD programs are easy to import 
into PERIpath, allowing users to access their 
parts lists.

Software + Service
Resources + Cost reduction
Efficiency + Productivity

PERIpath at a glance

SaaS (Software as a Service)

+  Save internal costs for IT. We take care of all tasks such as  
 backups, data security, administration, maintenance and 
 updates.

Support

+  We will support you whenever issues arise and we are at 
 your disposal for questions anytime.

Coaching

+  Only those who are well prepared can do a really good job.  
 Therefore, the package also includes professional coaching 
 by qualified employees.

Process analysis and consulting

+  Thanks to our many years of experience at large industrial  
 construction sites, we can advise you ideally in terms of work- 
 flows and go together the best way possible.
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